Meet our invited guests

Jean-Claude Burgelman, Head of Unit Open
Data Policies and Science Cloud at EC DGRTD. He
served the community at large since his first
contacts with the commission in 1999, becoming
Head of the Information Society Unit in 2005
and his later work at DG RTD. His background is
in Communication technology.
Karel Luyben chairs the EOSC Executive Committee. He is
professor emeritus Bioprocess Technology at the Delft
University of Technology and was there among other
things Rector Magnificus and ad interim chairman of the
university board. His background is in Chemical
Technology.
Silvana Muscella employs a great diversity of activities
around the theme “research and IT” since over twenty
years of which 17 years as independent entrepreneur
(CEO and Founder of Trust-IT Services). Invited as Chair
of the EOSC HLEG-2 (2017-2018), but with the
experience of very many advisory roles and project
participations in the EC context.
Peter Doorn is director of DANS (Data Archiving and
Networked Services by NWO and the KNAW). From his
original background in Geography, he entered the data
world while teaching computing to historians. Since his
appointment as director of DANS (2005) he became one of
the stronger supporters of proper data management and
got DANS engaged in many international data
organisations and activities, among which the EC-awarded
FAIRsFAIR project.

Florian Berberich started working for the Forschungszentrum Jülich since 2004, after his study at the
Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München. He is and
has been involved in virtually all PRACE-related
activities since its conception. Presently he is member
of the Board of Directors of PRACE and has specific
interests in the European e-Infrastructures, ideas,
policies and developments.
Kimmo Koski has been working for CSC at different
positions since 1989, already before he finished his
PhD in Science (1996). He visited CERN as associated
researcher for one year and worked at Nokia for four
years, before returning at CSC, and ever since as
Managing Director. CSC is and has been very active in
all domains of e-Infrastructures, nationally and
European and in adjacent domains such as escience
support.
Carina Kemp, with a technical background in
geology, physics, mathematics and computer
engineering and a PhD from the University of
Sydney, has been active for over 20 years as a
research scientist, a company geophysicist and
a consultant to industry. She presently is
Director eResearch at AARNet since July 2018.

Program
As usual at PLAN-E Plenaries, “Workshop session” means to split up in breakout groups
and discuss the topic at hand. Each break-out group will use a separate Google docs
document where all remarks and points of view are recorded by the individual
participants for later reporting. After each session someone from each break-out group
will do the plenary reporting of the outcomes of the discussion.
APRIL 15
12:00-12:30
12:30-12:40
12:40-13:00
13:00-13:20
13:20-13:40
13:40-14:00
14:00-15:00
15:00-15:20
15:20-17:00
17:00-17:30
19:00
APRIL 16
09:00-09:15
09:15-09:35
09:35-09:55
09:55-11:15
11:15-11:45
11:45-12:15
12:15-13:15
13:15-13:30
13:30-13:45
13:45-14:00
14:00-15:15
15:15-15:30
15:30-15:45
16:00

Reception, some lunch food
Opening and Agenda matters (Patrick)
Introduction by the local host (Federico Ruggieri)
EOSC and the Next Steps – Jean-Claude Burgelman (EC)
EOSC Governance and agenda – Karel Luyben (EOSC Exec. Committee)
What EOSC can do for you - stakeholder?–Silvana Muscella (EOSC HLEG 2)
Panel discussion -can we speed up the process?
Break
Workshop session
Plenary reporting and discussions
Diner

Intro to the discussions on HPC in Europe (Patrick Aerts, Wilco Hazeleger)
PRACE-details (Florian Berberich)
EuroHPC details (Kimmo Koski)
Workshop session (Coffee break included)
Plenary reporting
PLAN-E’s next Phase (Patrick Aerts, Wilco Hazeleger, Tom Bakker)
Lunch
Intro -1- to Cultural Heritage- Neil Chue Hong
Intro -2- to Cultural Heritage- Carina Kemp
Intro -3- to Cultural Heritage- Peter Doorn
Workshop session
Plenary reporting
Presentation next PLAN-E meeting – Sverker Holmgren
The END

10th PLAN-E Plenary
PLAN-E is the Platform of National eScience Centers in Europe and is concerned
with the exchange of knowledge, content and policy, on data-intensive and
compute-intensive research in Europe. It unites research organizations from dataintensive and compute-intensive application domains, computer and data science
and the European digital infrastructure. PLAN-E holds its Plenaries twice annually,
hosted on voluntary basis, by any of the European members. After Amsterdam
(NL), Denmark, Germany, Ireland, Switzerland, The UK, Poland, France and
Amsterdam again, we are now hosted by Italy, to be followed by Sweden for the
first lustrum and Athens for continuity thereafter.
The aims of PLAN-E are to
(1) advocate the optimal application of digital technologies in academic research
(2) promote the use of outcomes from computer and data science and the
methodologies from computational science
(3) to support the optimal deployment of and feedback to digital infrastructures
(4) to be a visible contact point for government, industry and society.
The organization is based on Terms of Reference that describe the goals and
modus operandi of PLAN-E. More can be found at www.plan-europe.eu.
This Plenary is hosted by: GARR
Next Plenaries:
Sweden, October 16-17 2019 (First lustrum event)
Greece, April 2020

